
8/27/94 Ms. Katherine J. Trager, deputy general counsel 
doubleday 
1540 Broadway 
New York, NY 10036 

Dear As. Trager, 

ehclosed are Lesley Oelener's latter to me from Random House and my response. 

I heard laet year, before isms, that Anchor has contracted Cape Clooed.Ny in-

stinctive reaction uae to write 'oubleday then because, as I'll coma to, I owe you 

one, so to speak. I am aware that many changes have taken place in most publishing 

houses but the name at least is the same. But I feared that what I'd write might be 

misunderstood. I was sent copies of several letters Posner had written in which he said 

your pub date would be next month. With what I  had heard and with the potential it could 

have other than relating to me I did write. Still not having seen you9iiepok, I assume that 

what Posner could have gotten from the most dubious of sources relating te others also 

is not in your book. When I choked the nearby stores it had not tot gotten here. Because 

I do riot move around very well and any slight auto accident can be dangerous for me I'll 

wait until I am again near the bookstores in this part of town. 

So, why do I, at 31 and in poor health, still remember that I owe Doubleday one? 
4.6 

In 1965, when my Whieteeeeh: the "eport on the Warren Report, by far the first 

book on that subject, wasg at Pocket Books they wont for it big. The editor who read it, 

Eugene Prakapis, told me, and these aze,
re
lose to if not his exact words, "Mr. Weisberg, 

with your background and our know-how, we have another Green Felt Jungle and you will 

soon be one of the bear-known men in the country." 

If you arc too young to understand this, 4The Green Felt Jungle was the best-selling 

book of 1.e64. Nio 	Att-t-o-yi 

The bock was approved enthusiastically all the way up to Boris Shimkin, the' the 
31 	ff, 

top man at S & S. Prakapis told me whY-hoefelt he had to decline the book. It was because 
thee had published a fraudulent book, Calozies Don't Count and some six were under in-

dictment over it. He quoted_cleimkeln as seeing that if they were to publish my book it 

would be "the red flag under the l'epartment of Justice charging bull." Regretfully, I 

agreed with him. / wrual 1"k"4̀  "44'4 j'4 1'1114(41'4 

Prakapis then sya, "But wE would like to help you." I told him I welcome that. He 
then eeplained that when Doubleday wanted S & S tt reprint a book it came to him, so he 

was well known at your shop and perhaps his uord might mean a little because of bhe rela-

tionship. Be then said, "I'm going to ask for Sam Vaughn to read it. 6e is Eisenhower's 

and Nixon's editor." He phoned Vaughn in may presence, told him they wanted very much to 
publish my book but for special reasons could not, and he thought 4aughn should read it 

and Doubleday should consider it." 

lid abouta week I had a letter declining the bo4, with the coment in almost these 



2 

exact words, "perhaps t if you'd gone a bit afield we'd have been more tempted." I thought 
i understood that but I wanted to knee more. So on my next trip to Ne4ork I phoned. First 
I got your then president's secretary and then she Put him, Mr. McCormick, was his name 
ken? on the phone. 

As Pocket had been honest wit me, so was her He told me that they had had a general 
owAl 

meeting on the book na4 had discusded it thoroughly. And that "Our reason was not edi- 
torial. and not easy toErrive at." 

*t only was that honest and most of a hundred or so here and abroad were not honest, 
whenever I phoned he always took the phone. My recollection of the c conversations after 
all these years and all that happened in them does not include what we spoke about. I 

think it was my getting free advice from him. 
Only someone who lived through my then experiences can appreciate how much the 

little honesty I found meant to me. 

When aftPr my yearf operation of 1989 I was ghowing steadily weaker and had already 
defied the actuarial thbles I decided that with what time remains to me I would, to the 
best of my capabllitico, try to perfect the record of that terrible event that turned the 
country around. The first book I completed, meaning in rough draft because that enabled 
me to tern to other work, is NUM AGAIN! I/4 the sense that this hhould never happen in 

a 
our country again. It could have appeared more than a yar ago..I expect/It tto. I have 
been given no reason for delaying it that makes sense and the last word I had is that 

it is =I scheduled for next March. Had it appeared when it easilcould have the history 
of the outponiini of trash and worse than trash to "commemorate" theelOth JFK assassi-
nation anniviersary-re*1according tomsehiotary professor friends who gave it peer 

reviews and to my own belief, .would have been different. 

I did not begin with the intention of writing a book about Posner and his book. 
But the f:Irthur I got into it and the more attention it got changed my mind. What you 
may have seen as Case, °pee is but a butchered fraction of what I actually wrote. What 
was cut will add to the retard for history. 

efAil/ 
Before his book appeared and probably before I\tret4 MATER AGAIN! I began work 

firt4hat is now a long rough draft, inside the JFK AesassillItion Industry. When I came 
-Ixe his blatant but disguised pleelarism from the faulty work of a boy, David -bui, which 

942. I remember/1 decided to do the/book instead. Instead of only a chapter on it and him. 
I refer boo bluntly to the terrible record of book )ubliuhing in Inside so I do 

not Jan to submit it to any publisher but I think that in the future there may be less 
reluctance to do blunt but factual writing on the subject and it may in the future be 

considered. It will in an inn event be part of the record I leave for our history. 
If you have seen Case Open the top line on the back cover is a faithful paraphrase 

of e'ea ■-. the -1)epartment of Justice, represnting the FBI, did tell the court in my CA 75- 



226. I digreThs to tell you that was the first FOIA lawsuit filed under the amended Act 

and when the Act was amended it was the sole surviving Kennedy brother who saw to it that 
ul 

the legisletive history would be clear. That suit in its earlier form was cited as reqpig- 

the amending of the investigatory files exemption. 

I filed and in one way or aeother von more than a dozen FOIA lawsuits. I do have 

unique subject-matter knowledge. And I amiclone in the middle position in the fid, 

although thuirtisans of both sides will not agree. 	work is almost 1000 limited 

to the official evidence and there are eo theories in any of it. This is why instead of 

taldee; my .rem fining time easy and enjoying some of the reading I was net able to do, cfP"saterA. hinewo. /1,  40  
beeause of the intensity of my work I have continuethwith that work. A--7 fi -.),,,401—ghy 100  

I obtained, and like all others writing in the field, Gerald Posner had free and 

unsupervised access to all of it and to our copier, about a third of a milliod pages of 

once-withheld official recorf the JFK and King assassinations. (I was James F"arl 

Hay's investigator for a while. I conducted the successful ha4eas corpus investigation 

and the investigation for the eviientiary hearing we got for him that way. With the 

witnesses and evidence I produce that judge had to conclude that based on what was be- 

fore him, "lay's request for the trial he has never had, "guilt or innocence are immaterial.") 

ley oen work produc-Iis extensive. It and all the official records will be a permanent 

free public archive at a fine small local college, Hood. It is still largely a womens' 

college. There was no quid pro quo. 

I begin Inside with an account of the learning experiences of a long life that 

qualified me for the work I' ve done, what cannot be taught and isn't. It is a rather 

pedentrial accstnt. I do not intend it as an autobiography although to a limited extent 

it emounte to that.And ':hen I go onto the a czi itique of the field in which I work. 

hmong those learning experiences was the non-publishing history of the first book 

on the Warren r%ummission. In it I an pretty certain I tell in more detail than above the 

S S and Doubleday experiences I had and remember clearly and still appreciate. 

I hope this old man's reminiscing does not waste sour time. 

I d not expect to hear futther from R H and Posner and koomis have had four moiths 

to protest or complain. They have been silent. 

I have not had a single letter from anyone I mention in my eight published books with 

any complaint of unfairness(or inaccuracy. Nor any phone call of that nature. 
LAreo 

If it is the case, I can see that after"'ehe-'book we:as-published your people may well 

have assumed that it had had poor reviews and is other than it is. I have no criticism 

of your publishing it. 

Sin erely,dititc,47  

P- 6112/ 

Harold Weisberg 


